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441 G St. N.W. 
Washington, DC  20548 

 

August 11, 2021 
 
Congressional Committees 
 
U.S. VICTIMS OF STATE SPONSORED TERRORISM FUND: Estimated Lump Sum Catch-
Up Payments 
 
The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, resulted in the deaths and injuries of thousands of 
people. In 2015, the Justice for United States Victims of State Sponsored Terrorism Act 
(Terrorism Act) was enacted, which established the United States Victims of State Sponsored 
Terrorism Fund (Fund) to provide compensation for persons injured in acts of international 
state-sponsored terrorism.1 In May 2016, the Attorney General appointed a Special Master to 
administer the Fund. U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) personnel support the Fund.2  
 
To date, the Fund has allocated approximately $3.3 billion in three payment rounds, which 
began in 2017, 2019, and 2020. In 2019, the United States Victims of State Sponsored 
Terrorism Fund Clarification Act (Clarification Act) amended the groups of individuals who were 
eligible to claim payments from the Fund.3 These changes affected the amounts that 9/11 
victims, spouses, and dependents could claim from the Fund, compared with 9/11 family 
members, as described in more detail below. Family members are defined as immediate family 
members of a 9/11 victim who are not the victim’s spouse or dependent (for example, a 
nondependent sibling or parent).  

 
The Sudan Claims Resolution Act includes provisions for GAO to (1) estimate lump sum catch-
up payments to eligible 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents4 that would result in the 
percentage of claims received from the Fund being equal to the percentage of claims of 9/11 
family members received from the Fund; and (2) estimate amounts of lump sum catch-up 
payments for 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents.5  
 
To conduct this work, we reviewed relevant documents, such as the Special Master reports to 
Congress; interviewed DOJ officials who support the Fund; and analyzed Fund data. In March 

                                                            

1Pub. L. No. 114–113, div. O, tit. IV, § 404, 129 Stat. 2242, 3007–3017 (classified as amended at 34 U.S.C. § 20144). 

234 U.S.C. § 20144(b)(1). 

3Pub. L. No. 116-69, tit. VII, 133 Stat. 1134, 1140-1144 (2019). 

4See 34 U.S.C. § 20144(j)(10)–(14) (defining the terms ‘‘9/11 victim,’’ ‘‘9/11 spouse,’’ and ‘‘9/11 dependent,’’ among 
others); see also 28 C.F.R. §§ 104.2, 104.3. 

5Pub. L. No. 116–260, div. FF, tit. XVII, § 1705, 134 Stat. 1182, 3293–3294, amending Pub. L. 114–113, div. O, tit. 
IV, § 404, 129 Stat 2242, 3010–3011 (classified as amended at 34 U.S.C. §20144(d)(4)(C)). Further, the Sudan 
Claims Resolution Act contains a provision for GAO to submit to the Committee on the Judiciary and the Committee 
on Appropriations of the Senate, the Committee on the Judiciary and the Committee on Appropriations of the House 
of Representatives, and the Special Master a report that includes the following: (1) the amount of lump sum catch-up 
payment for each 9/11 victim, (2) the amount of lump sum catch-up payment for each 9/11 spouse, (3) the amount of 
lump sum catch-up payment for each 9/11 dependent, and (4) the total amount of lump sum catch-up payments.  
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2021 and June 2021, we published Federal Register notices requesting public comments on our 
methodology for calculating lump sum catch-up payments and estimated lump sum catch-up 
payments. (See enc. I for more information on our scope and methodology).6  
 
While the Terrorism Act, as amended, contains a provision for us to estimate catch-up 
payments, it does not provide funding or contain any authorization for the Fund to make such 
catch-up payments. Additionally, as discussed above, GAO is to estimate the amount needed to 
provide lump sum catch-up payments to 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents in an equal 
percentage as the payments that have been made to 9/11 family members in rounds one and 
two (referred to as GAO’s percentage calculation). This differs from the payment percentage 
that the Fund calculates to determine a payment amount for each claimant based on the 
amount of money allocated for each payment round. The Fund and GAO’s percentage 
calculation differ because they fulfill different purposes. The Fund’s calculation is to determine 
the payment percentage for claimants that include victims from other terrorist attacks. Our 
percentage calculation focused only on 9/11 family members, not all eligible claimants, in order 
for us to determine lump sum catch-up payments for 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents, as 
called for in the mandate. (See enc. II for more information on the differences between the Fund 
and GAO percentage calculations). 
 
We conducted this performance audit from February 2021 to August 2021 in accordance with 
generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and 
perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our 
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained 
provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.  
 
Results in Brief 
 
In summary, we estimated that lump sum catch-up payments to 5,364 9/11 victims, spouses, 
and dependents in our population would total about $2.7 billion (see fig. 1).7 The population for 
which we are estimating lump sum catch-up payments consists of 9/11 victims, spouses, and 
dependents who applied for payments in the first, second, or third round of payments from the 
Fund and who did not receive payments from the Fund in rounds one or two.8 We also 
estimated that, if authorized, lump sum catch-up payments to these 5,364 9/11 victims, 
spouses, and dependents would vary based on their net eligible claims9 and other factors that 
the Fund is to consider when determining individual payment amounts. These other factors 
include the application of statutory caps and other sources of compensation, such as court 

                                                            

6Notice of Methodology for Estimating Lump Sum Catch-up Payments to Eligible 9/11 Victims, 9/11 Spouses and 
9/11 Dependents; Request for Comment, 86 Fed. Reg. 16,211 (Mar. 26, 2021); Notice of Estimated Lump Sum 
Catch-up Payments; Request for Comment, 86 Fed. Reg. 31,312 (June 11, 2021). 

7For a description of our methodology for this amount, see enc. I. 

8See 34 U.S.C. § 20144(c), (d)(4)(C). According to the Fund's June 2020 congressional report, the applications of 
eligible claimants who applied in rounds one or two were carried forward into subsequent payment rounds.  

9For the purposes of our analysis, “net eligible claims” refers to the monetary amount of all eligible claims after the 
application of relevant statutory caps by the Fund, if applicable. 34 U.S.C. § 20144(d)(3)(A).  
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awarded compensation related to the act of international terrorism that gave rise to a claimant’s 
final judgment.10  
 
We are not making any recommendations in this report. 
 

Figure 1: Amount Allocated for Payments by the U.S. Victims of State Sponsored Terrorism Fund (Fund) and 
Estimated Amount of Lump Sum Catch-Up Payments  

 
aThe Fund approved applications of 13,883 claimants. 
bGAO calculated that 5,364 claimants would receive lump sum catch-up payments. 
 
Background 
 
There are two funds that can provide certain 9/11 victims, spouses, dependents, and family 
members with compensation—the Victim Compensation Fund and the United States Victims of 
State Sponsored Terrorism Fund. 
 

• Victim Compensation Fund (VCF). The VCF was first established in the Air 
Transportation System Safety and Stabilization Act.11 The VCF has generally been 
funded through federal appropriations and was extended through at least fiscal year 
2092.12 Eligible persons include individuals who suffered physical harm or were killed as 
a result of the terrorist-related aircraft crashes of September 11, 2001, or the debris 
removal efforts that took place in the immediate aftermath of those crashes, or their 
spouses and dependents.13 
 

                                                            

10See 34 U.S.C. § 20144(c)-(d). For example, for individuals, the cap is $20,000,000 and for claims of related 
claimants when aggregated the cap has been $35,000,000 (however, beginning with the third round distribution, the 
Clarification Act made certain changes to statutory caps for related 9/11 claimants in a family group). To calculate the 
amount of 9/11 family members' net eligible claims, we used rounds one and two data, the rounds in which the family 
members' payments were received, from the Fund on the claim amounts after the application of statutory caps. To 
calculate the amount of 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents' net eligible claims, we used round three data from 
the Fund on the claim amounts after the application of statutory caps. 

11See Pub. L. 107-42, tit. IV, 115 Stat. 230 (codified as amended at 49 U.S.C. § 40101 note). 

12See Pub. L. 116-34, 133 Stat. 1040 (2019). 

13See 28 C.F.R. §§ 104.2 (defining eligible claimants); 104.3 (defining the terms “victim,” “spouse” and “dependent”). 
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• United States Victims of State Sponsored Terrorism Fund. The Fund was first 
established in 2015 by the Terrorism Act and amended in 2019 by the Clarification Act.14 
To be eligible to receive compensation from the Fund, a claimant must hold a judgment, 
decree, or order on liability and damages from a federal district court against a 
designated state sponsor of terrorism. This claim amount and payment amount may not 
be the same because the Fund only makes payments to claimants with money that the 
Fund has allocated for each payment round, in accordance with specific statutory 
requirements including, for example, that payments be made on a pro rata basis.15 This 
Fund compensates victims or immediate family members of victims from 9/11 and other 
acts of state sponsored terrorism.  

 
The Fund is administered by a Special Master and supported by DOJ personnel. The first round 
of payments was distributed in early 2017, and the second round beginning in early 2019. As of 
June 2021, the Fund had allocated $1.075 billion for third round payments in 2020 and was in 
the process of distributing payments on a rolling basis (see fig. 2).16  
 

Figure 2: Total Amounts Allocated by the U.S Victims of State Sponsored Terrorism Fund 

 

                                                            

14See 34 U.S.C. § 20144.  

15See 34 U.S.C. § 20144(b)(2)(B), (c) (directing that payments from available funds be made on a pro rata basis, that 
is “based on the amounts outstanding and unpaid on eligible claims”). 

16See U.S. Victims of State Sponsored Terrorism Fund, “Special Master Report Regarding the Third Distribution,” at 3 
(June 2020); U.S. Victims of State Sponsored Terrorism Fund, http://www.usvsst.com. 

http://www.usvsst.com/
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aThe United States Victims of State Sponsored Terrorism Fund Clarification Act amended the statute governing the 
Fund to divide all available funds, beginning with the third round, in half and allocate 50 percent of the available funds 
to non-9/11 related victims and the remaining 50 percent of the available funds to 9/11 related victims. Pub. L. No. 
116-69, tit. VII, § 1701, 133 Stat. 1134, 1140-1144 (codified as amended at 34 U.S.C. § 20144(d)(3)).  
 
As enacted in 2015, the Terrorism Act precluded claimants (generally 9/11 victims, spouses, 
and dependents) who had received an award determination from the VCF from receiving 
payments from the United States Victims of State Sponsored Terrorism Fund, even if their 
claims were determined eligible by the Special Master.17 Because 9/11 family members (that is, 
immediate family members of 9/11 victims who are not spouses or dependents, such as 
nondependent parents and siblings) generally did not receive award determinations from the 
VCF, they were not precluded from receiving payments from the Fund if their claims were 
determined eligible. In 2019, the Clarification Act removed the language precluding 9/11-related 
claimants (that is, 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents) who received award determinations 
from the VCF from receiving payments from the Fund.18 Figure 3 describes additional details on 
the VCF and the Fund. 
 

                                                            

17See Pub. L. No. 114-113, div. O, tit. IV, § 404, 129 Stat. at 3010-3011. An award determination means a letter from 
the Special Master of the VCF indicating the total amount of compensation to which a claimant is entitled for a claim 
from the VCF. See Pub. L. No. 114-113, 129 Stat. at 3002. 

18Pub. L. No. 116-69, div. B, tit. VII, § 1701, 133 Stat. 1134, 1140-1141 (2019). 
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Figure 3: Time Line of Key Events Related to the September 11th Victim Compensation Fund and U.S. Victims 
of State Sponsored Terrorism Fund  

 
aPub. L. No. 107-42, tit. IV, 115 Stat. 230 (2001). 

bPub. L. No. 114–113, div. O, tit. IV, § 404, 129 Stat. 2242, 3007–3017 (2015). 

cPub. L. No. 116-69, div. B, tit. VII, § 1701, 133 Stat. 1134, 1140-1141 (2019).  
dPub. L. No. 116–260, div. FF, tit. XVII, § 1705, 134 Stat. 1182, 3293–3294 (2020). 

 
To receive payment from the Fund, an individual must submit a claim by the relevant payment 
round deadline (see fig. 4). For purposes of the Fund, the term “claim” generally refers to a 
claim based on compensatory damages awarded to a U.S. person in a final judgment issued by 
a U.S. district court under state or federal law against a foreign state that has been designated a 
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state sponsor of terrorism and arising from acts of international terrorism.19 In general, a claim is 
determined eligible for payment from the Fund if the Special Master determines that the 
judgment holder (the “claimant”) is a U.S. person, that the claim meets the definition of claim 
above, and that the claim was submitted timely.20 Once a claim is determined eligible, the Fund 
is to determine the amount of payment on an individual basis in accordance with specific 
statutory requirements, including that payments be made on a pro rata basis, that compensatory 
damages awards on which claims are based are subject to statutory caps, and that applicants 
must provide information regarding compensation from sources other than the Fund, among 
other requirements.21 These sources other than the Fund include payments already made on 
claimants’ judgments, such as court awarded compensation related to the act of international 
terrorism that gave rise to a claimant’s final judgment.22 Our report focuses on 9/11 claimants.  
 
Figure 4: Claimant Application Process for Payments under the U.S. Victims of State Sponsored Terrorism 
Fund (Fund) 

 
 
Estimated Lump Sum Catch-Up Payments Total About $2.7 Billion  
 
We estimated that lump sum catch-up payments to 5,364 9/11 victims, spouses, and 
dependents would total about $2.7 billion. This amount would ensure that the proportion of 
payments provided for claims submitted by 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents would be 
equal to the proportion of payments provided for claims submitted by 9/11 family members (see 
fig. 5).  

                                                            

1934 U.S.C. § 20144(c)(2). 

2034 U.S.C. § 20144(c)(1). 

21See 34 U.S.C. § 20144(b)(2)(B), (c) (directing that payments from available funds be made on a pro rata basis, that 
is “based on the amounts outstanding and unpaid on eligible claims”), (d). For individuals, the statutory cap is 
$20,000,000 and for claims of family members when aggregated the cap has been $35,000,000 (however, beginning 
with the third round distribution, the Clarification Act made certain changes to statutory caps for related 9/11 
claimants in a family group).  

22 See U.S. Victims of State Sponsored Terrorism Fund, “Payment Calculation Explanation for 9/11-Related Claims,” 
(August 2020). 
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• We estimated that the amount of payments that 9/11 family members—siblings and 

parents—received, as a percentage of their net eligible claims during the first two rounds 
of the Fund distributions, was 5.8573 percent.23 They received about $1.2 billion of the 
$19.7 billion net eligible claims.24 

• Based on that estimated 5.8573 percent net eligible claims received by 9/11 family 
members, we estimated the catch-up payments for 9/11 victims, spouses, and 
dependents was about $2.7 billion, as their net eligible claims were about $45.3 billion. 

 

Figure 5: Formula for Estimating Total Lump Sum Catch-Up Payment Amount to 9/11 Victims, Spouses, and 
Dependents  

 
Notes: Net eligible claims represent the compensatory damages of the 9/11 claimants after applying statutory caps. 

aFor 9/11 family members, we calculated net eligible claims using data from the first and second round.  
bFor 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents, we calculated net eligible claims using data from the third round. 

Estimated Average Lump Sum Catch-Up Payments Differ Due to Certain Factors 
 
We determined that if lump sum catch-up payments to 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents 
are authorized, such payments would vary for individuals based on a number of factors, 
including, for example, compensation received by individuals from other sources, such as 
payments already paid on a claimant’s judgment and the amount of their net eligible claims.25   
The amounts of estimated lump sum catch-up payments vary across the three groups of 9/11 
                                                            

23The Fund and GAO calculated percentages—17.85 percent and 5.8573 percent, respectively—in different ways to 
fulfill distinct purposes. Claimants receiving payments in both rounds received 17.8516 percent of their net eligible 
claims. However, these claimants included victims from other terrorist attacks. Among other things, our percentage 
calculation focused only on 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents, as called for in the mandate.  

24Approximately $3.3 billion in total amount was allocated by the Fund across three distribution rounds. The payment 
amount of $1.2 billion represents the portion of the $3.3 billion that only 9/11 family members received in rounds one 
and two of the Fund. 

25For example, once a claim is determined eligible, the Fund is to determine the amount of payment on an individual 
basis in accordance with specific statutory requirements, including that payments be made on a pro rata basis, that 
compensatory damages awards on which claims are based are subject to statutory caps, and that applicants must 
provide information regarding compensation from sources other than the Fund (such as payments already made on 
claimants’ judgments ), among other requirements. See 34 U.S.C. § 20144(b)(2)(B), (c) (directing that payments from 
available funds be made on a pro rata basis, that is “based on the amounts outstanding and unpaid on eligible 
claims”), (d). 
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victims, spouses, and dependents. Figure 6 illustrates how the total amounts of estimated lump 
sum catch-up payments for 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents differ.  
 

Figure 6: Estimated Total Lump Sum Catch-Up Payments for 9/11 Victims, Spouses, and Dependents 

 
 
We determined that net eligible claims for these groups differed. Victims’ net eligible claims 
ranged from $769,231 to $20 million, while spouses’ net eligible claims ranged from $4.8 million 
to $12.5 million, and those of dependents ranged from $3.1 million to $8.5 million (see fig. 7).  

We also estimated that the potential lump sum catch-up payments would vary widely based on 
the range of net eligible claims within groups and across the three groups of 9/11 victims, 
spouses, and dependents (see fig. 7). Below is a summary of how estimated lump sum catch-up 
payments could vary across all groups: 
 

• Victims: The minimum amount is $45,056, and maximum amount is $1,171,460, with 
an average of $445,634;  

• Spouses: The minimum amount is $281,601, and maximum amount is $732,163, with 
an average of $675,423;26 and  

• Dependents: The minimum amount is $179,644, and maximum amount is $497,871; 
with an average of $432,303. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            

26Our analysis of Fund data suggests that the estimated average lump sum catch-up payments for spouses would be 
larger than that of the victims and dependents. This is likely because a large number of spouses had relatively large 
net eligible claims of around $12 million, whereas victims’ net eligible claims were more evenly dispersed, from $0.8 
million to $20 million. Given that the estimated lump sum catch-up payments are derived from multiplying the 
calculated percentage by the net eligible claims, a cluster of large net eligible claims for spouses would result in 
larger average catch-up payments, if such payments are authorized.  
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Figure 7: Minimum, Maximum, and Average Amounts of Net Eligible Claims and Estimated Catch-Up 
Payments for 9/11 Victims, Spouses, and Dependents 

 
Notes: For the purposes of our analysis, “net eligible claims” refers to the monetary amount of all eligible claims after 
the application of relevant statutory caps by the United States Victims of State Sponsored Terrorism Fund, if 
applicable. 34 U.S.C. § 20144(d)(3)(A). For a description of the methodology for GAO’s percentage calculation see 
enc. III. 
aIf lump sum catch-up payments are authorized, such payments would vary for individuals based on a number of 
factors. For example, the Fund is to determine the amount of payment on an individual basis in accordance with 
specific statutory requirements, including that payments be made on a pro rata basis, that compensatory damages 
awards on which claims are based are subject to statutory caps, and that applicants must provide information 
regarding compensation from sources other than the Fund (such as payments already made on claimants’ 
judgments), among other requirements. See 34 U.S.C. § 20144(b)(2)(B), (c) (directing that payments from available 
funds be made on a pro rata basis, that is “based on the amounts outstanding and unpaid on eligible claims”), (d). 
 
Agency Comments  
 
We provided a draft of this report to the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) for review and 
comment. DOJ told us that they had no comments on the draft report. 

 
- - - - - 

 
We are sending copies of this report to the appropriate congressional committees, the Special 
Master of the Fund, and other interested parties. In addition, the report will be available at no 
charge on the GAO website at http://www.gao.gov. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.gao.gov/
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If you or your staff members have any questions about this report, please contact us at (202) 
512-8777 or McNeilT@gao.gov and (202) 512-4128 or BairJ@gao.gov. Contact points for our 
offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last page of this 
report. Key contributors to this report were Charles Michael Johnson, Jr. (Managing Director), 
Thomas Melito (Managing Director), David Lutter (Assistant Director), Kim Frankena (Assistant 
Director), Josh Diosomito (Analyst-In-Charge), Nasreen Badat, David Ballard, James Boohaker, 
Ming Chen, Benjamin Crossley, Helen Desaulniers, Susan Hsu, Kristen Kociolek, Dan Luo, 
Amanda Miller, Jan Montgomery, Zoe Need, Heidi Nielson, and Kevin Reeves. 
 

 
Triana McNeil  
Director, Homeland Security and Justice 
 

 
Jason Bair 
Director, International Affairs and Trade 
 
Enclosures – 3 
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Enclosure I: Objectives, Scope, and Methodology  
 

Our objectives were to (1) estimate the lump sum catch-up payment amount that would result in 
the percentage of the claims received from the United States Victims of State Sponsored 
Terrorism Fund (Fund) for 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents being equal to the 
percentage of the claims received from the Fund for 9/11 family members; and (2) estimate the 
average amounts of lump sum catch-up payments for 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents. 

 
To determine the estimated lump sum catch-up payment amount, we obtained Fund data from 
the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ). We obtained spreadsheets of Fund data that included 
information on claimants in each round of the Fund, such as their 9/11 relationship, net eligible 
claims after the Fund applied statutory caps, their payment amounts, and whether their payment 
amounts were net zero.27  
 
First, we determined the payments from the Fund received by 9/11 family members in the first 
and second payment rounds. Next, we determined the net eligible claims of these 9/11 family 
members in the first and second payment rounds. We divided the amount of payments by the 
net eligible claims to determine the percentage of the payments that those 9/11 family members 
received from the Fund. Second, we determined the net eligible claims of the 9/11 victims, 
spouses, and dependents who were eligible as of the third round of the Fund.28 Finally, we 
multiplied this amount by the percentage that we calculated above to estimate the total amount 
of funding needed to provide lump sum catch-up payments to 9/11 victims, spouses, and 
dependents, in an equal percentage as called for in the mandate. 

 
We assessed the reliability of the Fund data by conducting electronic testing for outliers and 
missing data, reviewing related documentation, and interviewing knowledgeable agency 
officials. Our review of the data found it to be sufficiently reliable for the purposes of estimating 
potential catch-up payments for eligible claimants. However, with regard to summary data that 
the Fund provided on the dates of claimants’ final judgments, we found limitations with these 
data for the purposes of determining which claimants had final judgments prior to September 
14, 2018.29 As a result of these limitations and comments, we did not limit our population based 
on judgment dates. 
 
To estimate the average amounts of lump sum catch-up payments for 9/11 victims, spouses, 
and dependents, we first applied the percentage calculated above to the net eligible claims of 
each 9/11 victim, spouse, and dependent who was eligible as of the third round of the Fund. 
Then, we added together the payment amounts we calculated for each group and divided that 
amount by the number of individuals in each group. We also developed other statistics of the  
 

                                                            

27According to DOJ officials that support the Fund, some 9/11 related claimants received a judgment but a payment 
amount of $0, therefore a “net zero” payment, in the first or second distribution round of the Fund due to a statutory 
preclusion. 

28These claimants did not receive a payment in the first or second round of the Fund.  

29According to DOJ officials that support the Fund, their summary information on judgments by claimant was for 
internal purposes and did not include some judgment dates for claimants. Specifically, the summary data contained 
information on judgments for each claimant in the third distribution; but for some claimants who had multiple 
judgments, only the most recent judgment was included, as it incorporated the amounts of any prior judgments. All 
judgment dates would have been included in individual case files. 
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Enclosure I: 
 
payments by group, including the estimated minimum and maximum amounts of catch-up 
payments. 
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Enclosure II: Summary of Public Comments on Federal Register Notices 
 
Over 2,000 Comments Received on Two Federal Register Notices 
 
On March 26, 2021, we published a Federal Register notice that detailed our proposed 
methodology to estimate lump sum catch-up payments for 9/11 victims, spouses, and 
dependents.30 In our initial methodology, we planned to limit the population of claimants 
receiving catch-up payments to eligible 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents who had 
received judgments prior to the deadline—September 14, 2018—for the second distribution (see 
enc. III for more details on the two Federal Register notices). 

 
We received 1,925 comments on this notice, which we summarized in our notice published on 
June 11.31 Individuals submitted 1,910 of these comments, and groups or organizations 
submitted 15 of these comments. We received about 94 percent of the comments over email 
and the rest by voicemail or in letters. The great majority of comments received expressed 
disagreement with the proposed use of September 14, 2018, as the date by which claimants 
must have had a final judgment to be eligible for catch-up payments. Other comments included 
requests to use the United States Victims of State Sponsored Terrorism Fund’s (Fund) payment 
percentage from the first and second rounds, discussion about the eligibility of certain groups for 
catch-up payments, and other issues.  
 
Our second Federal Register notice contained our revised methodology for calculating lump 
sum catch-up payments and the estimated amount needed for the payments. We explained that 
given data limitations and the comments received, we revised our population to include all 
eligible claimants who are 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents who submitted applications 
by February 19, 2020, the deadline for the third round distribution of the Fund.  

 
We received 343 public comments on the second notice. The majority of these comments 
disagreed with GAO’s calculation of the percentage to be used to determine catch-up payments 
for 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents. For example, these commenters questioned why 
GAO’s percentage was not the same as the percentage calculated by the Fund (17.85 percent).  
Individuals submitted 338 of these comments, and groups or organizations submitted five of 
these comments. We received about 83 percent of these comments over email and the rest by 
voicemail. A few comments included issues related to specific claimants, including comments 
that all 9/11 claimants should be eligible for potential lump sum catch-up payments.  
 
The Fund’s Payment Percentage and GAO’s Percentage Calculations Differ 
 
In response to these comments, we highlight the key differences in how the Fund calculated its 
payment percentage and GAO calculated the percentage of lump sum catch-up payments for 
9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents. The Fund and GAO calculated percentages in different 
ways to fulfill distinct purposes.  
 
First, the Fund’s mission was to distribute the available amount of money in the Fund—a known 
amount—among Fund claimants, whereas GAO’s mandate was to estimate the amount of 
money needed to catch up on payments to 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents, in  
                                                            

3086 Fed. Reg. 16,211 (Mar. 26, 2021). 

31For a summary of comments received, see 86 Fed. Reg. at 31,313-31,314. 
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proportion with payments already made to 9/11 family members.32 Second, in its calculation of 
the payment percentage, the Fund accounted for all eligible Fund claimants, including 9/11 and 
non-9/11 claimants, whereas GAO, in accordance with the mandate, included eligible claimants 
for only 9/11 family members in the first and second rounds of distributions from the Fund. 
 
Payment Percentage Calculation by the Fund 
 
The Fund calculated a payment percentage based on the available amounts of money allocated 
for each distribution round of the Fund and used the percentage to determine a payment 
amount. These percentages are the amount of funds available to pay all eligible claimants 
divided by their net eligible claims after accounting for compensation from sources other than 
this Fund. The Fund’s payment percentage was 13.6561 percent for round one and 4.1955 
percent for round two. When adding the first two distribution payment percentages together, 
claimants receiving payments in both rounds received 17.8516 percent of their net eligible 
claims. These eligible claimants included 9/11 victims, spouses, dependents, and family 
members, as well as non-9/11 related claimants (see fig. 8). 
 
Percentage Calculation by GAO 
 
GAO’s mandate is to estimate the amount needed to provide lump sum catch-up payments to 
9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents in an equal percentage as the payments that have been 
made to 9/11 family members in rounds one and two. As described earlier, GAO calculated the 
percentage by dividing the payments received by 9/11 family members in rounds one and two 
by the net eligible claims of these 9/11 family members. These claimants received 5.8573 
percent of their net eligible claims.  
 
In addition to differences in the percentage calculations, according to the Fund’s data, 422 9/11 
family members received payments in both rounds one and two, and 2,861 family members only 
received payments in the second round. Further, we did not calculate lump sum catch-up 
payment amounts for 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents in relation to their own family 
members. While we are providing summary information on the estimated lump sum catch-up 
payments for 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents, if these lump sum catch-up payments 
were to be authorized, claimants’ individual circumstances could affect the amounts of these 
payments.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            

32The Fund’s payment percentage is the amount of funds available to pay all eligible claimants in a given round 
divided by compensatory damages after accounting for the individual and family caps, compensation from other 
sources, and prior payments from the Fund. In contrast, the Sudan Claims Resolution Act calls for GAO to calculate a 
specific percentage for these catch-up payments that is based on payments to certain 9/11 claimants only and to 
calculate a total amount needed to provide lump sum catch-up payments. 
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Figure 8: Comparison of the U.S. Victims of State Sponsored Terrorism Fund’s (Fund) and GAO’s Payment 
Percentage Calculations  

 
Notes: Net eligible claims represent the compensatory damages of the 9/11 claimants after applying statutory caps. 

aThe Fund also accounted for compensation from sources other than the Fund.  
bGAO used this percentage to calculate the lump sum catch-up payments for 9/11 victims, spouses, and dependents. 
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